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TimeTerminal operATing on The iT100 
is A Technology super combinATion

TimeTerminal can be installed on the IrisTime iT100 time clock. This combination gives you best-in-class  
biometric capability as well as safe employee time punching. Iris and face recognition technology is used  

to identify employees — EVEN if they’re wearing a mask or PPE.

Automatic iris and face recognition 
with TimeTerminal advantages

Employees clock in and out using the iT100. With its dual 
biometric iris and face recognition reader, the iT100  
provides fast, accurate, and convenient authentication 
of employees. Personnel can either interact with the 
iT100 on-screen functions or simply present their face to 
automatically punch for their shift. 

In addition, TimeTerminal enables a wide variety of func-
tions and features for the iT100. Along with punching in 
and out for their shift, employees can transfer depart-
ments, review their timecard, schedules, and benefit bal-
ances. Data synchronizes in real-time to host systems in 
the cloud. Using the TimeTerminal app enables employ-
ers to comply with constantly changing labor laws and 
regulations. 
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Features of the iT100 ensure your workplace is safe and 
secure for everyone. Here are some of the key features: 
 — Iris and face recognition 
 — Anti-spoofing countermeasures 
 — Non-contact authentication 
 — 7 inch multi-touch display 
 — Automatic tilt adjustment 
 — Large capture volume 
 — Advanced security   

whAT is included?

employee quesTions (ATTesTATions)
TimeTerminal on the iT100 enables employers to acquire 
specific information from their workforce through an  
attestation process. For example, workers can be required 
to answer health-related questions before beginning a shift. 
User-defined questions also may require employees to  
acknowledge taking legally-mandated breaks and affirm 
that no injuries occurred upon employees punching out for 
their shift. Employees also may use iT100 readers with 
TimeTerminal to check benefit balances, such as accrued 
vacation, sick, and PTO time.

Image shows iT100 with optional Thermal sensor  
with accurate temperature detection

Optional Thermal sensor 
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